■ low-energy effective field theory for relevant degrees of freedom (π,N) based on symmetries of QCD ■ long-range pion dynamics explicitly ■ short-range physics absorbed in contact terms, low-energy constants fitted to experiment (NN, πN,...) ■ hierarchy of consistent NN, 3N,... interactions (plus currents) • we use Petr Navratil's ManyEff code for computing 3B-Jacobi matrix elements and corresponding CFPs ➋ SRG evolution in 2B/3B space and cluster decomposition
• efficient implementation using adaptive ODE solver & BLAS; largest block takes a few hours on single node ➌ transformation of 2B/3B Jacobi HO matrix elements into JT-coupled representation
• formulated transformation directly into JT-coupled scheme; highly efficient implementation; can handle E 3 mx = 16 in JT-coupled scheme ➍ data management and on-the-fly decoupling in many-body codes 
